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Form & Texture Tools

Tools

MKM Wooden Stamps
Most stamps have two different designs, one at each end. Some designs on each stamp
are mirror images, while others are completely different. All stamps are 7cm (2¾”) long
and made of fine-grained hardwood treated with Tung oil for durability. All stamps are fully
labeled for easy identification. The stamps have the same style in each of the three sizes
so that they may be used together to build larger, more complex designs.

SCS01-SCS174

1.5cm (Sm)
Round Stamps $5.95

SCM01-SCM218

2.5cm (med)
Round Stamps $8.95

BHR01-BHR95
Big Hand Rollers
$19.95 ea

SCL01-SCL62

4cm (large)
Round stamps $10.95

HR01-HR70

TW001-016

Hand Rollers
$15.95 ea

Twig Hand Rollers
$11.95 ea

Many designs are available in
each size of MKM stamps ... visit
georgies.com/mkm
to see them all.

Letter & Number Stamps
Easy decoration or identification marks for
your work! All stamps are plastic and snap
together. Letters are upper-case only.
SL01......Letters................. 1/2”............. $12.50
SL02.................................. 3/8”............. 0$9.50
SL03.................................. 1/4”............. 0$7.50
SL04.................................. 1/8”............. 0$5.00
SL05.................................. 11/8”........... $20.50
SL06.................................. 11/16”......... $13.50
SL07.................................. 3/16”............ 0$6.00
SN01.....Numbers............. 1/2”............. 0$7.50
SN02................................. 3/8”............. 0$6.50
SN03................................. 1/4”............. 0$5.50
SN04................................. 11/8”........... $11.50
SN05................................. 11/16”......... 0$8.50
SN06................................. 3/16”............ 0$4.00
SN07................................. 1/8”............. 0$3.50

FR01 - FR20

(AA batteries in picture to show scale)

Finger Rollers
$11.95 ea

Xiem “attachable” Letter Stamps

Mayco Designer Stamps

ST111

Designer stamps give you more choices for design work: create patterns or
outlines with glazes and acrylic paints, or stamp designs directly onto your clay.
The flexible stamps are great on flat surfaces or can be wrapped around
curved surfaces. Each stamp measures 7” long × 2 1/8” wide.
ST102 - ST392................................. $5.30 ea

visit our website for more selections
• georgies.com/stamps •
PN245

ST344

PN250
ST337

Xiem attachable stamps are easy to snap
together to form words or phrases - never
worry about lining letters up again! Words
or phrases can be aligned horizontally or
vertically. Great with ink, paint, clay, and
underglazes. Each letter or number in the
sets are 3/8” high x 1/4” wide.
Letters:
ALSS1U .............. (set of 36).................$22.95
ALSS1L................ (set of 36).................$22.95
ALSS1XU............. (set of 12).................$10.50
ALSS1XL............. (set of 12).................$10.50
ALSS1U

PN215
ALSS1L

Rocker Stamps
Let your imagination roam with these stamp
designs. Use one wide pattern, two patterns
side-by-side, try partial or overlaid patterns,
or pair them with geometric patterns.
Large stamps measure 1¼”h x 2”w,
Small stamps measure ½”h x 2”w.
PN245..........Set A................................ $17.75
PN250..........Set B............................... $17.75

ALSS1XU

Deco Hand Stamps
This set includes the wooden handle and
eight stamp designs, each 7/8” round.
PN215.......................................... $12.50

ALSS1XL
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